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BRAND IDENTITY COMPARISON
worksheet

Objective             
Observe, compare and analyze brand identity systems of competitve businesses. Create a matrix / collect visuals and key points/ to 
use in your research.
    
Assignment
Visit the physical location(s) and web site of a comparable business to the MESO business you selected. Observe and collect and 
print out data about the business. Organize this information into a matrix of your own creation that will demonstrate what visual 
properties go into creating a brand identity for the comparative business versus the existing identity of your MESO business. See the 
list of considerations as a guide to develop your matrix. Use this matrix of information to answer the questions below and to make a 
presentation to the class of your fi ndings. 

Brand identity systems to compare will depend on your MESO client choice. Below are some businesses to consider but you are not 
limited to this list. It may be more useful to fi nd a business that shares the same industry rather than a direct comparison. 
Discovery Garden Child Care: (with Day Care’s you can’t just drop in. Instead visit public businesses that cater to kids like the zoo, OMSI or 
children themed restaurants)
Jimmy Cleaners: Bee Cleaners, Dry Cleaning Station, Levine’s Dry Cleaning 
Big Body Towing: Colllision Rebuilders, Oil Can Henry’s
J + Q BBQ: think fun, interesting food carts, themed restaurants
The Center of Healing and Rejuvenation Health centers and spa’s honor privacy, however you typically can check out the lobby,
and websites of high end spas, yoga centers.
    
Consider what goes into creating a visual identity system for a brand:
 name 
 tag line
 wordmark or icon
  Wordmark: initial | monogram | acronym | logotype
  Icon: symbol | brandmark | abstract vs literal vs fi gurative/symbolic
 typography
 color palette
 language (tone of written or verbalized documents)
 image style (photographic or illustrative)
 applications: stationery, brochures/collateral, websites, advertisements, signage, uniforms, vehicles 
Note: you might list a variety of applications that neither your MESO business or comparative business has. It’s ok. Leave the slot blank. 
This can be useful information. See the back of this page for a basic matrix example.

After creating a basic matrix answer the following questions. Present your fi ndings as a graphic presentation formatted on to 11 x 17 
paper. There should be no more than 4 pages of information/graphics. Edit your content for the greatest impact and comprehension.  

What do you think the key message is? note: this is not the tag line but the impression the company or service is trying to create • 

for the audience.
Use narrative and visuals to describe who the targeted/primary audience • appears to be. (this may not be who they are trying to 
attract!)
Provide examples of each business’s wordmark/icon, typographic system and color palette.• 

Do you consider the wordmark/icon to be timeless? Does it communicate the service explicity or is it abstract?• 

How well does the core visual identity enhance or devalue the brand’s key message?• 

If there is a website does the web site front page address a particular audience? Is the experience the same as a visit to an actual • 

location? Does it refl ect the key message and the core visual identity?
Do printed materials refl ect the key message and the core visual identity?• 

What is the most memorable aspect of the visit to the actual locations? • 

Did your expectations of the visit differ from the actual visit?• 

Describe why you think each is successful or how they fail to • visually communicate their key message to a specifi c audience.
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Visual Applications Meso Business Comments Comparative Business Comments

Name

Tag line

Wordmark/Icon

Typographic Style

Color palette 

Language/Tone

Image Style

Stationery

Brochures

website

advertisement

signage

vehicles

uniforms

other


